
Terraform state  

The Terraform state, often referred to as the Terraform state file or `.tfstate` file, is a critical 

component of a Terraform project. It is a JSON-formatted file that serves as the source of truth for 

Terraform's knowledge of the resources it manages. The state file keeps track of the relationships 

and attributes of the infrastructure resources created and managed by Terraform.  

Here's some important information about the Terraform state:  

1. **Purpose of the State File**: The state file records the current state of your infrastructure as 

managed by Terraform. It tracks the resources created, their attributes, and the dependencies 

between them. The state file allows Terraform to determine the necessary changes during planning 

and apply those changes in a consistent and controlled manner.  

 

2. **Location of the State File**: The state file can be stored locally on the machine where Terraform 

is executed, or remotely in a backend such as AWS S3, Azure Storage, or Terraform Cloud. The 

location of the state file is defined in the `backend` configuration block within your Terraform 

configuration files. 

 

3. **Sensitive Information**: The state file may contain sensitive information, such as API keys, 

passwords, or access credentials. It's important to handle and secure the state file appropriately, as it 

grants access and control over the managed infrastructure. Best practices include encrypting the 

state file, restricting access to it, and avoiding storing it in version control systems.  

 

4. **Concurrency and Collaboration**: When working in a team or with concurrent Terraform runs, 

the state file acts as a concurrency control mechanism. Terraform uses a state locking mechanism to 

prevent multiple users from modifying the state simultaneously. The state locking ensures that only 

one Terraform run can apply changes to the infrastructure at a given time, preventing conflicts and 

inconsistencies. 

 

5. **Managing the State File**: Terraform provides commands and workflows to manage the state 

file. You can initialize the state file using `terraform init`, review the state and proposed changes with 

`terraform plan`, and apply changes to the infrastructure using `terraform apply`. Additionally, you 

can inspect the state file using commands like `terraform state show` or manually edit it in 

exceptional cases using `terraform state`.  

 

6. **State Backends**: Terraform supports different backends for storing the state file. Local state 

storage is the default option, where the state file is saved on the local filesystem. Remote backends, 

such as cloud storage or Terraform Cloud, offer advantages like centralized state management, 

collaboration features, and remote locking capabilities.  

 



By maintaining the Terraform state file, you enable Terraform to understand the current state of your 

infrastructure and make accurate decisions when planning and applying changes. It is crucial to 

handle the state file securely, manage access to it, and choose a suitable backend option based on 

your project requirements.  

 

The `terraform.tfstate` and `terraform.tfstate.backup` files are both related to the Terraform state, 

but they serve different purposes. Here's the difference between them:  

 

1. **terraform.tfstate**: This file is the main Terraform state file. It is generated and updated by 

Terraform during the execution of commands like `terraform apply` or `terraform import`. The 

`terraform.tfstate` file contains detailed information about the current state of your infrastructure 

resources, including resource definitions, attribute values, dependencies, and other metadata. It is 

typically stored locally in the same directory as your Terraform configuration files unless you're using 

a remote backend. The `terraform.tfstate` file is crucial for Terraform to understand and manage your 

infrastructure. 

 

2. **terraform.tfstate.backup**: The `terraform.tfstate.backup` file is a backup of the previous 

version of the Terraform state file. Whenever Terraform modifies the state file (e.g., during `terraform 

apply`), it creates a backup of the previous state file and names it `terraform.tfstate.backup`. This 

backup file provides an additional layer of safety in case there are issues with the current state file. It 

allows you to revert to the previous state if needed. The backup file is not actively used by Terraform 

during normal operations but serves as a precautionary measure.  

 

It's important to note that both `terraform.tfstate` and `terraform.tfstate.backup` files are essential 

for managing your infrastructure with Terraform. The primary difference is that `terraform.tfstate` 

represents the current state of your infrastructure, while `terraform.tfstate.backup` is a backup copy 

of the previous state. The backup file provides an extra level of protection in case the main state file 

becomes corrupted or if you need to rollback to a previous state.  

 

Remember to handle the state files with care, especially if they contain sensitive information. It's 

recommended to secure and manage access to these files appropriately to maintain the security of 

your infrastructure. 

 

How to revert back: 

 

To revert to a previous state using the `terraform.tfstate.backup` file, you can follow these steps: 

 



1. **Ensure Backup File Availability**: Make sure you have the `terraform.tfstate.backup` file 

available. This file should be present in the same directory as your Terraform configuration files. If 

you don't have the backup file, you won't be able to revert to the previous state.  

 

2. **Take Note of Current State**: Before reverting, it's essential to understand the current state of 

your infrastructure. You can use the `terraform show` command to view the current state, including 

the resources, attributes, and relationships.  

 

3. **Backup the Current State (Optional)**: It's a good practice to create a backup of the current 

state file (`terraform.tfstate`) before performing any reverting operations. You can simply make a 

copy of the `terraform.tfstate` file and store it in a safe location, ensuring you have a backup in case 

anything goes wrong during the revert process.  

 

4. **Rename the Backup File**: Rename the `terraform.tfstate.backup` file to `terraform.tfstate` to 

replace the current state file with the backup. This step ensures that Terraform will use the backup 

file as the new state file. 

 

5. **Revert to Previous State**: Once you have renamed the backup file, you can use Terraform 

commands like `terraform plan` or `terraform apply` to interact with the previous state. When you 

run these commands, Terraform will read from the new `terraform.tfstate` file (which is actually the 

renamed backup file) and consider it as the current state of your infrastructure. 

 

6. **Validate and Apply Changes**: After reverting to the previous state, you can review the planned 

changes using `terraform plan` to ensure they align with your expectations. If everything looks 

correct, you can proceed with applying the changes using `terraform apply`. Terraform will then 

update your infrastructure to match the state specified in the reverted state file.  

 

Reverting to a previous state using the `terraform.tfstate.backup` file should be done with caution. 

It's important to understand the implications of reverting and to verify that the previous state 

accurately represents the desired state of your infrastructure.  


